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• **draft-combes-ipdvb-mib-rcs-01.doc**
  – -01 published on July 18\(^{\text{th}}\)
  – Individual submission (from SatLabs Group members)
  – Draft intended for INFORMATIONAL RFC

• **Change log**
  – Second draft, for comment by the community.
  – The MIB module is renamed DVBRCS-MIB to reflect that it covers more than solely interface issues.
  – The MIB has been updated with
    • a conformance section that captures the options
    • structural changes and corrections to achieve this
    • SYNTAX refinements where applicable
    • UNITS declarations where applicable
Draft status

• No comments received since last meeting

• If still no comments, draft is not expected to change (possibly some more clarification added in the description fields)

• Can now be analyzed by MIB doctor